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Abstract
DE I
Interdisciplinary research crosses by definition the boundaries between fields of research. This creates difficulties for
the indexing of interdisciplinary works since indexing languages follow the establiched divisions and definitions of
subject fields. For the infonnation specialist and the librarian it is still necessary to find methods for the indexing of
interdisciplinary fields in order to carry out the tasks of infonnation provision and collection development. Presented
is a method to identify the emerging indexing language in a new interdisciplinary field. The method is based on the
comparison and analysis of the indexing of articles co-occuring in different bibliographic databases.
The study reported here is part of a larger project (von Ungem-Stemberg, 1994) addressing issues
for collection development in interdisciplinary fields. The aim of this study is to show that it is
possible to gather terms for an indexing language on the basis of the indexing done for bibliographic
databases.
One of the difficulties in developing collections in interdisciplinary fields is the weaknesses of the
existing documentation languages (the classification systems and indexing languages); they often
reflect an obsolete division of the subject fields. Still the development of any subject field depends
on how well it can make use of its knowledge base. To identify and organise information sources,
for instance the production of literature, are therefore important issues in the development of subject
fields. How can the librarian decide which material should be included in the collections when even
the scientists of the field have little concensus about the definition of the field? How can the
librarian build up collections in fields where the classification systems, usedJor instance by journal
services, have a discipline based structure and including interdisciplinary subject fields only at a
very basic level, if at all. What methods are there to define a documentation language which is up
to date and reflects the content oflocal research? These were the research questions for the project.
One of the goals was to find a method for selecting terms for a documentation language in such
fields. In this study the terminology in an interdisciplinary field was analysed in order to develop
terms for a documentation language. This language should build on contemporary research and thus
reflect the information needs in the field.
Another goal was to define the stage of research in an interdisciplinary field through the
documentation language. Trofnnenko has developed a method for this through index terms.
According to him the number of low frequent terms describes the renewing of the field and reflects
searching for new research methods and problems in the field. At initial stages ofresearch, when the
number of terms is small, different terms are used to define a search topic. Therefore a database
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